
PFS 進捗報告

• メトロロジカメラと１台目の分光器、1本目の
ファイバーケーブルはすでに立ち上げを完了。

• 主焦点装置 PFI は 9/13 に望遠鏡に搭載し、
その後望遠鏡上で試験。

• １０月から試験観測開始、2023 年からの科
学運用開始を目指す。

• ファイバーケーブル2本目の輸送が承認され、
輸送準備中。

• 近赤外カメラ1台目が組み上がり、試験が進
行中。一方分光器は可視カメラの量産に問
題が生じており遅れ気味。

• ファイバーケーブル2本目以降、分光器２、３
台目の敷設、立ち上げを来年前半に行える
よう進めていきたい。

• PFS SSP プロポーザル最新版を ”red team” 
がレビュー。9 月末のサイエンス会議で今後
について議論。

ü ホームページ (https://pfs.ipmu.jp/)
ü プロジェクト参加登録 (https://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/regist_collab.html)
ü ブログ (https://pfs.ipmu.jp/blog/)
ü インスタグラム (https://www.instagram.com/pfs_collaboration/)
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Figure 20. The modeling of the point spread function. The upper panels are,
respectively, an image of a single Argon arc emission line (763.74 nm, with
a strength comparable to roughly the 30th brightest OH line in the red arm),
the modeled PSF at that position, and the residual (note the change in scale).
The model has been derived from highly defocused images at this position
on the detector and inferring the illumination of the pupil and the dependence
of wavefront aberrations with defocus. The bottom row is a 1D extraction of
the results within the dashed lines on the 2D images; the original line (scaled
down by a factor of 100) is shown as the grey curve. While the sky subtraction
errors are dominated by shot noise in the core of the line, we are approaching
1% sky subtraction in both the core and the wings (grey bands).

and during commissioning.
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Figure 21. The Subaru Night Sky Spectrograph (SuNSS). (Left) Illustration
of the principle whereby, through a fiber switching mechanism, a pair of small
telescopes equipped with fiber bundles can observe in parallel to Subaru, feed
the PFS spectrographs and investigate sky subtraction performance. (Right)
SuNSS was installed in early 2021 and the first results are presented in the
text.

The ultimate test of the accuracy of our sky subtraction can
only be verified through direct observations of the night sky.
Although, at the time of writing, PFI is not yet installed, as
introduced in Section 3, we have built the “Subaru Night Sky
Spectrograph” (SuNSS), a pair of small (36mm) telescopes
permanently mounted to the top ring of the Subaru Telescope
which feed the existing spectrograph through the fiber cable
system, as illustrated in Figure 21. The SuNSS telescopes
gather data in two modes: an imaging mode to study spa-
tial and temporal variations in the sky emission, and a di↵use
mode to measure the spectrum of the night sky through our
system. They have the same focal ratio as does the Subaru
Telescope itself, thus the number of sky photons per second
received through each SuNSS fiber matches that which the
fibers mounted on Subaru will see.

Figure 22 shows preliminary results from repeated 20-
minute exposures with SuNSS. We use half the fibers to model
the camera PSF and build a PCA-based model for the ex-

Figure 22. Preliminary results of modeling and subtracting sky spectra us-
ing data from SuNSS in di↵use mode. Red-arm night-sky spectra from mul-
tiple 20-minute exposures are analysed to determine the PSF as a function
of wavelength and slit position. The upper panel shows the modeled sky
spectrum. This model is subtracted from individual fibers held back from
the modeling (middle panel). The dashed line shows the expected signal in
a 20-minute exposure of an object with magnitude 23.1 AB independent of
wavelength; the signal-to-noise ratio is of order 5 per pixel away from the
cores of the bright lines. The ratio of the residuals to the estimated pho-
ton+read noise + 0.6% systematic error (“�”) is shown in the lower panel.
The marginal distribution of � is shown with a superposed Gaussian with
mean 0 and � = 1.05.

tracted sky spectrum (top panel) as a function of slit posi-
tion. In this test, we have not explicitly subtracted the 2-D
PSF for the strongest sky lines. The middle panel shows the
sky-subtracted spectra (smoothed with a 3-pixel boxcar) for
the half of the fibers that were not included in the modeling.
The dashed line is the expected signal from an exponential
galaxy with re = 0.3” in 0.8” FWHM seeing with AB mag-
nitude 23.1 at all wavelengths. It is detected at roughly 5�
per pixel throughout, except for the cores of strong sky lines.
We model the errors per pixel as photon+read noise, plus sys-
tematic errors equal to 0.6% of the flux per pixel. The distri-
bution of the observed residuals divided by this error is well
fit by a Gaussian with mean 0 and � = 1.05 (bottom panel),
demonstrating that we are approaching the photon noise limit.
These results are promising and support the view that we may
have been conservative in our forecasts of spectral S/N. Future
work will incorporate subtracting the 2D PSF of the brightest
sky lines before extraction, and observations of the sky and as-
tronomical objects through the PFI, allowing throughput and
any remaining systematics to be quantified.

8.2. Measurements of Redshifts and Spectral Properties
At this point, we will have fully flux- and wavelength-

calibrated 1-D spectra of each object. The redshifts of galax-
ies will be measured with a code, “Algorithms for Mas-
sive Automatic Z Evaluation and Determination” (AMAZED;
Schmitt et al. 2019), which has been used extensively for
ground-based multi-object surveys such as VIMOS, and will
be used to analyze data from the Euclid survey. AMAZED
models galaxies as a superposition of continuum, emission
lines, stellar and interstellar absorption lines, and including
a model for the Ly↵ forest as a function of redshift. These
models are fit to the data by minimizing �2, resulting in an es-
timate of the redshift and its uncertainty, as well as emission-
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